
FAQs: Double Builder Bonus Promotion 
Q: What is the Double Builder Bonus? 

A: Earn the Builder Bonus for the 1st time during the promotion period and we’ll double your money.  

The promotion period is only available from January – 28th February 2022.

Q: What will my earnings be with the Double Builder Bonus? 

A: Level 1: $160 NZD 

 Level 2: $640 NZD   

 Level 3: $2,560 NZD

Q: How many times am I eligible to win the Double Builder Bonus incentive? 

A: As many times as you are able to qualify for the first time at a new level (based on what was your highest 

level was till December 2021). If you have never participated in this incentive and you achieve level 1 for the first 

time, you will receive $160 NZD and, if you manage to reach level 2 before the end of the Double Builder Bonus, 

you will receive $640 NZD.

Q: If I maintain my new Level throughout the two months of the promotion, will I get the extra Bonus twice? 

A: No, you will only receive the extra payment the first time you qualify at a NEW level.

Example: In January, an Affiliate first qualifies for Level 1 and receives $160 NZD. In February, he/she qualifies 

again at the same level, so he/she will receive $80 NZD (standard payment). But if in February, the same Affiliate 

qualifies at Level 2 for the first time he/she will receive $640.

Q: What if an Affiliate qualifies for a level of the Builder Bonus during the promotion period for which  

they have previously qualified? 

A: They would NOT be eligible for the Double Builder Bonus (because they have previously qualified at that level), 

but they would still be eligible for the Standard Builder Bonus.

Q: Can any Affiliate qualify for the Double Builder Bonus? 

A: No, only Affiliates who are Builders, Builder Elite, Diamonds, Diamond Elites or Presidentials can qualify for 

Double Builder Bonus.**

**All Builder Bonus program requirements must be met. All promotion rules apply. Builder Bonus program earnings are paid out from 
2% of all emerging markets’ monthly Life Points.


